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INSTRUCTIONS. 4 

1, Ordinarily at least two pages of this book will be devoted to one section. On |! 
the left-hand page, place a map of as much of the section as has actually been seen. 
Denote rivers, lakes, marshes, ete., by the usual fopographical signs. Denote the | 
ledges of rock, when no structure is made out, by cross-hatching, making the cross- i 
hatching cover as nearly as possible the areas occupied by the exposures. If the %. 
rock is a massive one, but still more or less plainly bedded, use the same sign with i 
a dip arrow and number attached, showing the direction and amount of the dip. 4 
Denote a shaly or other very plainly bedded ledge by right parallel lines, and a ledge en 
having asecondary structure by wavy parallel lines running in the direction of the 
strike, with dip arrow and number attached as before. The greatest care must be i 

taken to avoid confusing slaty or schistose structure with bedding, and in all cases 
where there is the least doubt about the true bedding direction, indicate it by a it 
query. To each exposure on the face of the map attach the number of the specimen 
representing it. In mapping the section count each of the spaces between the blue 
lines as 100 paces, and twenty of these spaces to one mile, or 2,000 paces. Usually 
the southeast corner will be placed at the bottom of the page, or at the first black | 
line above the bottom of the page, and at the right-hand side. If, however, for any i 

i reason, it is desirable to show portions of an adjoining section, the southeast corner | 
may be shifted up, or the map may be turned around and the north placed at the left- | 
hand side of the page. The ruling of the left-hand pages is also arranged so that, le 
if desirable, a larger or a smaller scale can be used, eight inches, two inches, one 
inch, or one-half inch to the mile. With the two-inch scale, the squares outlined | 
in black represent sections, and those in red, quarter sections and “forties,” while ye 
the space between the blue lines is 200 paces. o= 

2. On the right-hand page place the notes descriptive of the exposures. Begin in F 
each case with the number of the specimen, placing the number on the left-hand * 
side of the red line, after which give in order on the right of the same red line the r 
position of the ledges as reckoned in paces from the southeast corner of the section i 
and the dip and strike when observable, the latter always being expressed from the i> 
north; for instance 4025, 250 N., 300 W., Strike, N. 78° E., Dip 50° S. Then follow 
with a full description of the ledge. When topographical maps are used for i 
locations this paragraph applies only in part. I 

3. Collect a specimen from every ledge, or wherever there is a change of rock on it 
any one ledge, taking care to get fresh material, unless for a special purpose the tt 
weathered surface is desired. In case of trips made on foot or in canoes, for long 
distances, neighboring ledges, unquestionably of one kind of rock, need not be \° 
specimened. The position and extent of the ledges not specimened should be | 
marked on the map, with notes that each is of a rock identical with specimen i 
so-and-so. Under the same conditions small-sized specimens, trimmed to a uniform a 
size of 2 x 24x } inches will be allowed, but in all other cases large-sized specimens, oe 
trimmed to a size of 3x 4x Linches, must be selected, in accordance with section 3, 
chapter IV, p. 44, Regulations of the U. S. Geological Survey. Specimens should i 

: not be placed together without protection iu the collecting bag, as the fresh surfaces, WV 
F important in determining the character of rocks, are thus destroyed. They should it 
j be damaged by no temporary mark, but the numbers should be at once marked in j 

at least two places upon the inclosing paper or cloth bags. Specimens may~be i 
| permanently marked in camp by painting the numbers upon them in white upon a \ 

black background, using Silver White and Ivory Black oil tubes for color, with i 
turpentine as a diluent. »\ 

| 4. On the last twenty-five pages of the book give, as may seem desirable, a general Ai 
account of the examination of the region mapped in the previous pages, correlation 
of observations, sketches, cross sections, ete. 

5. Forward this note book assoon as filled as registered mail matter to C. R. Van 
Hise, U.8. Geologist, Madison, Wis. 6—747 e
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| a eae | On the N. shore te—tke midway ef 
| the §. eastern arm of life lake, 

| there is a series of high } is com— 
posed of ereensto The connection 4 

| between this °e » OF ar on 2]1~ 
Livsoidal and anherniit > OF Pasi mea cal ad lipsoidal and sph tic greenstone 

| occurring to the - & OL this place 
; was not made in 1898. I sent Leith ; 

in to start at the W. side of this 
rreenston } bégan at the spheru-— 
litic greenstone on the E., the inten— J 
tion being to worl owards each other 
and connect these two, if possible, 5 
anc ret the ir rel t sne a) 2 he sedi_ 

| ments surrounding them. tarting on 
the shore on the section line between 
2 6nd-.10.. Oe 65. she . [ went N. and 
then W. traversing the stone and 
sediments, and traced the belt to the 
Se At ty} place where I began j 
ees Daa au H tolue o the gs side i late form the talus or 1i¢ S. side 
of the hill ané occurred in places on 
the S. slone of the hill. I could. i 
not get a strike and dip. Green- i 
stone occurred also on the hill with 

_ the slate.though I could not determine 
7 their relations. The greenstone is | 

fine grained and shows no structure. | 
Passed over exposures of +! aa F 
going N. until I had reached the lo- | 

: cation about 400 paces N. of the cor- § 
ner. Here there is a valley running | 

‘ about N. I go The greenstone apout N. $9 «We ine greenstone / 

} 
| 
| 
!
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] forms the hills on the S. of this ; 

valley. The hill on the N. is formed 
of the normal Knife lake slate and 

| graywacke interbanded and showing a 
strike of N. 45° BE. with a vertical 

| aip. Ran for about 300 paces in this 

. slate having a nearly continuous ex- 
posure all the way,, Farned W. at the 
S. side of the small lake and went W. 

Cove Exes very early continuous exposures 

| of the same slates with a strike of 

about N. 45° EB. to somewhat nearer E. : 

and W. for 600 paces; then S. to a 

| small lake. On the run S. I obtained 

at one place a strike of N. 60° E. 

| Ran W. to get around this lake, then 

-_ §. and at 1825 N. W..750, 8%. of the S. 
B. corner of Sec, 16, T. 65. R. 6, 

reached the first exposure of green- 

stone S. of the slates. Ran S. fol- 

lowing line shown on map and crossing 

an area about 450 paces in width in 

which greenstone is exposed in ver 

hearly continuous outcrops. The 

greenstone occupies high land. As 

| we come out of the greenstone we go 

a | down a steep hil, cross a narrov val- 

ley which extends N. E. and runs down 

into a bay of the lake, and then as- 

| cended a high hill on which slate and 

graywacke is exposed. This topogra- 

E | phic depression just crossed continues 

enke to the S. W. and appears to separate 

| the greenstone on the N. from the 
|
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sediments to the 8. N. of the green-— 4 
stone I find the sediments again as 

shown on the map. They are there 

very much silicified and show a beau— 
| tiful banding. The strike is N. 70° 
7 E. with a dip of 80° to the N. These 

sediments outcrop to the W. along the 

shore. lLeith traced the greenstone 
within a short distance to the W. on 
the shore. It thus becomes apparent 

that these greenstones really belong 
to what was originally a continuous f 
mass trending approximately N. E., “| 

Sa, Ws None of the exposures were of 

| such a character as to enable me to 
- determine accurately the relationship 

of the sediments to the greenstones; 
that is, I could not say positively H 

whether the greenstones cut the sedi- 
| ments or whether the sediments lie | 

: | upon, being derived from the age los 
Since the sediments immediately overiy= 

| ing thecgréenstones are in this part 
of the area slates one would not ex-— 
pect even under the most favorable i 

7 conditions to find a basal conglomer-— 

ate of large extent, if the sediments J 
were derived from the greenstones,. } 

A few feet or even a few inches of 
basal conglomerate would be very dif- J 
ficult to find where the contacts are 

\ no bettey than they are here. ; 
— tH 
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Our camp is now located upon Ogishke 

Muncie lake. Upon the last khien wav 

field maps the sediments 8. of ows 
ze | lake especially along Fox and Agomok 
ae | lakes are represented as having very 

< rapidly changing strikes. I went_in 

| this morning to study this locat4gn in 
order to get a clew, if possiblwy to 

| the relations of these sediments to 

| the sediments which we have been class— 
| ing with the Ogishke Muncie conglomer- 

ate and Knife lake slates on the N. 
| and to the Animikie on the S. E. rT 

yf began on the S. side of Fox lake and 
i ran S. along the section line between 

c Sees... 25 and: 26. Tl -65. Re ee 

28950 N. 275. W. 0; 85 B,-comner sec. 26, 

T, 65. R. 6. There is here a coarse 
} feldspathic sediment represented by 

k spec. 28950, which forms the main part 

| of the S$; shore of this lake. -1t sis 

i interbanded in very heavy massive beds f 

j with fine grained sediments and grades 

a -into these, The strike of the beds | 

is N. 60° W. with a dip of 80° to the , 

| S. The slates associated with this 

: graywacke are the normal light gray | 

| end waite weathering goherty slates 
breaking with a conc6rd Erecteré. | 

which “xkes very commonly érKnife 
~ oe, On fresh fracture these slates |
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are dark gray or blueish. Some of 
these finer grained sediments seem to 

= contain very much more quartz than 
' 98850 28950. Others are fingéZly conglomer-— 

ate. Among the fine grained slatfy 
ca sediments layers of chert are very 

i‘ common. These sediments show in cer- 
tain layers considerable crumpling of 
the bands and are fractured al ong 
planes making angles somewhat less 

: than right angles with each other. 

d The schistosity produced by the shear-— 

ing is very nicely shown in many of i 

these sediments. Going S. I passed i 
over very nearly continuous exposures 

°) of these sediments as shown on the 
r map. A little farther S. the strike 

changes to N. 80° W. with a dip of 80* 

8. Continuing on to the S. I find 
the strike bending to the N. 70° W. 
The dip remains practically constant 

at 80° to the 8s. Just N. along the 

section line between 35 and 36 the f 
Slates are strikingly like those which J 

occur to the 8S. of the great green- 1 

stone hills known as Twin Peaks. i nate | 
| 

| 
28951 N, 1575; W. .0.--S_.. 2, corner See... 65, 

{6S ct he Os We are now in a de- 

pression having gone over a high hill 

to the N. of-#. and will soon begin | 
ak ascending a hill to the 8. At this 

point there is a good exposure of the
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a interbedded aquartzose or cherty slates 
2am represented by the specimen. The 

#— strike of these rocks here is FE. and 
W. with a dip of 50° WN. Going on S. 

I continue to pass over essentially 
— the same kinds of silicious slates 

with a strike of about EB. and W. and 

with a dip varying from 50°%to 55°N. 
Ah We seem to have been going over a re—- 

petition: of the same slates which we 

have passed N. of here; in other words 
this seems to be the S. limb of a syn- 
cline. S. of the slates the gray-— 
wackes become more common. Exposures 
are less frequent and the dip, where 

=“ taken, is steeper, 70° to the N. 

WN. 325. W. 0.8. B.-cormmer or sec, 

55.7, -Go.: hs 6s At this point I 

come to the first exposure of a medium 

; grained dolerite. The contact be-— 

tween the greenstone here and the 

seciments to the N. was not exposed. 

Running S$. over the greenstone it is 

<a seen to become noticeably coarser 

| with a distinct ophitic texture. 
Ran S. about 600 paces in this green- ] 

stone mass and then B. 800 paces and : 
then N. We are now going down the i 

hill and at 400 N. 1200 W. of the S. j 

) H.. cotner of sec. 36. 7, Gb, KR, 6. i 
= I note the last exposure of green-— 

f stone. There is here a very notice-—
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* able topographic drop. Evidently 

this marks the contact between the 

Slates and the greenstone for after 

| passing across this depression I find 
| the slates and graywackes exposed about 

It 300 paces N. of the last greenstone 

— exposure. These slates were tra¥vers— 

| ed, as noted n the note book, but 
| nothing new was observed in them. 

It is to be noticed that the strike 
thus far observed in these slates is 
very uniform, running approximately 

: parallel with the contact line between 
the sediments and the greenstone. 
From my morning starting point at the 

section Line on the lake shore I now 

= ran S. 75 paces and then W. as indi- 
cated on the map The rocks obser— 
ved were tl ttidarion with the sedai- 
ments afta this forenoon, agreeing 

with them essentially in strike and 

j ALD; 
: It is true that one can get almost 

any strike one chooses in here, es-— 

; pecially N. and S. strikes which are 
almost at right angles to the true 

: strikes, and this is due to the change 

in the direction of the exposures. 
As a result of the drainage the ex-— 

posures here ran nearly B. and S., 

the streams immediately along the lake 
shore having cut very nearly across 

the gtrike instead of having run along 
’ text The careless observer could 

readily take aN. W,, S.. B.-or N. ane
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atwmats and henadin eget Me aes = 
: strata and bending around to the ¥W. 
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This morning I started in where I 

left off yesterday on Fox lake and 
’ ran §. Shortly after leaving the 

lake I found the slates with good ex— 
posures giving a strike of N. 70° W. 

= and dip of from 50° to 60° to the N. 
The strike varies from N. 45° to N. 
70° W. just along th . section line 

‘ of 35, the dip being 60° to the N. 

N. 1915. W. 600. S..E. corner Sec. 
35. T. 65. R.G@ Here the slates and 

graywackes are broken and slightly 

faul ted The fault plane runs N. 102 
— W. The shearing accompanying the 

1 fault has affected a zone about 3 feet 
wide. In the midst o his zone 
there is a horse of rock. Around it 

the material is sheared and brecciated: 
apparently infiltr: on of cherty 
silicia, not of veined quartz, has 
followed this shearing. The bands 

on both sides of the fault have been 

bent. The amount of displacement 
a could not be measured but seems to 

have been slight, a few feet at the 
most. The exposure does not permit 
of measurements, 

Abpyt 200 paces S. of th¢geVsection 

lind ¥he strike is N. 45°and from 
there on for some distance remains the 
same or reaches N. 50° W. $.0f. this
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place the cposures are rare, consist- 
ing of slates and graywackes upon 
which no strike was obtainable. I 
reached the greenstone upon this run 
at about N...1250, W. 2650. 6... @. cor 
ner Sec, 55. .1T. 65. Rs -6; The green— 
stone evidently makes up very much 
farther to the N. here than it does 
on the line about a quarter of a mile 
E. The contact between the sedi- 
ments and the greenstone was covered, 

The greenstone is the fine grained 
greenstone,which occurs upon the bor- 
ders of the great mass forming the 
hills of which this is a part and 

~ which upon large exposures very com— 

| monly shows ellipsoidal parting. T 

now went W. 300 paces over this green— 

stone and then N. getting the contact 
again. There is an area of no ex— 
posures, between the greenstone and 

| the slates, of about 175 paces. The 
| Slate and graywacke exposures which 

| now follow are small and upon them 

| I-could not determine the strike and 

dip. The graywacke seems to be the 

4 tock which predominates, In general 

| it would look as though the graywackes 
| were more comnon to the S. in the 
| vicinity of the greenstone and slates 

| occurring farther N. nearer the cen- 

| ter of the anticline. 
7 Syn 

| 
|
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Near the S. 1/4 post of Sec. 26.7. 
65. R. 6 the Smaweeeche sediments con- 

sist chiefly of graywacke with which 
are associated fine grained conglomer— 
ates. Slates are scarce. These 

” graywackes are very massive and do 
not show good bedding. The rocks are 
very much broken and where bedding 

planes are seen minor faulting was ob— 
served, These lines of bedding were 
rarely exposed for more than a few 

feet. Moreover they seem to run in 
| almost all directions probably as a 

result of the faulting and folding. 

| In a few places where the rocks seem 
- to be comparatively unbroken and where 

the bands extended for 20 or 25 feet 
| the strike is slightly to the S. of 

E. with a dip varying from slightly 
§. to vebtical. In one place I no- 
ticed # distinct faulting in which 
the western fault plane ran N. 25° W.; 
the eastern one N. 25° E. These met 
at the S. in a point. There seers to 
be a displacement here of about 6 

<2 inches. These graywackes lie where 

the slates would come if they were 

continued from the FE. to the W. Does 
the appearance of these graywackes 

here mean that we are going around the 

W. end of this slate syncline wpon an 

z| anticline which brings them to the sur- 

face? If such is the case, after
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passing over this slight roll we would 

probably find a second syncline of 
Slates lying to the W. I ran on N. 
up to the river and then W. passing 

over isolated exposures of graywackes 
with a strike in some places of N. 
45° W. and a dip of 80° S§.; then ran 
N. crossing the river near where it 
empties into Ogishke Muncie. At the 

mouth of the river the slate: strikes 
N. 30° &. From here E. the exposures 

are not good until we reach the high 
! hill overlying the Fox lake, the shoul- 

| der of which is crossed by the portage 
| into Fox lake where good bedding was 

o> seen, The strike of this bedding is 
N. 45° W. with a vertical dip. 

| 

| 
| 
| 
2 

if 
| 

Al 
| 
|
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28852 In company with Leith spent the day 
studying the Animikge and other ex— 
posures along the shore of Gobbemichi- 
gomok lake. Began at the point on 
the S, shore of the lake to which at— 

whe tention has been called by Winchell, 
t Here the rocKs called Animikie are 

exposed along this cliff, One can 
readily see the banded rock with a 
strike (uagnetio-or N. 107 EY dipping 
20°-B. This really represents the 

| Strike of the face of the cliff mor 
than the true strike of the beds, 

= This banded rock is made up of a very 
dense grained hard silicious rock like 

wm ©8952 28952. [The bands of this rock are 
rarely more than 4 inches in thick— 
ness and from this on wn. Between 
these bands there is a ro ten, brown, 
coarse grained material which weathers 
very much like gabbro. It seems to 

; contain a large amount of feldspar and 
dark bisilicates and is for the most 
part, I am quite sure, gabbro. How— 
ever, I have seen E. of here near 

ae Paulson's mine rocks which consisted 
to a large extent of quartz having 
associated with it Olivine and nyneredh 
eine which weather in very much the 
same way. All of the bands over the 
cliff were not examined and possibly 
some of these which could not be 

he reacned although they look like gabbro 
might have been this quartzose material 
mentioned, We went E. along this
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4 
cliff and then up over it. The bands 
can be distinctly seen ++—+c—-tvue in 
various places alor tI fa oliff. 
Going up Beem +t iff the banding 

can b seen, though imperfectly. One 

he walks over the hig! 10 higher 

} layers as he ascends and in some 

places recognizes the hard bands of 
the Animik#e associa ith the gab— 

bro. The cliff consists of about 
' equal portions,apparently, of gabbro 

and the sedimentary rock, po ssibly 
; a trifle more of the gabbro. The re- 

lations her sertainly seem to indi- 

cate that the sedimentary rock has 

<> been either included in the gabbro or 
j else over flowed by or intruded by 

: it. In either of th irst two 
cases intrusion might have accompa-— 
nied the in@eusion and over flow. the 

normal gabbro comes in on the. main 

: shore a short distance back of this 

headland, 

' u 

mm 20953 We now skirted in the canoe the 
& 4 shore to the S. W. of this point. 

The rocks which will be here enumera-— 

ted are shown upon the map made by 
i of Pork 319 f. 93 Leith accompanying his notes. We 

first reached a conglomeratic looking 

rock the pebbles of which seem to be 

— ‘ f dense quartzite, 25779,
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This is +t} v2} ah e aenattian LALS 28° tHe FZ J nicn 18 scattver— 

‘ ed all through the conglomerate. The 
28954 matrix is represented by 28954 ané 

looks very much like a feldspathic 

phase of the gabbro. This conglomer— 
=~ atic rock is cut by a sheet of basalt 

12 to 16 inches wide which is nearly 
horizontal showing only slight E. and 

¥. Yreiis. The basalt sheet is separ— 
ated into very sYinetrical hexagonal 
and quadratic columns. It shows a 
Gistinct fine basalt selvage with 

e dolerite center. Limbing the cliff 

above this conglomeratic rock I find 

a Hite brown more or less friable rock 
\ which I think must be the rock named 

by Winchell Muscavado. This rock 
: grades vertically upward into a coarse 

aS normal gabbro. 
: Continued to the Ss. W. along the 

shore passing numerous exposures of 
this conglomeratic looking rock. At 
last and near the point we reached the 

Animikie consisting of distinet bands 
Pf Aanmnn re and oarse auartzitic or iron ore and coarse quartzitic 

bands This is like the cx ptéeate 

| Animikte seen around Paulsons and does 

not contain the gabbro bands observed 

: N. BE. along the. Wake shore, The 
‘ strike varies Yery. much, from about E. 

and W. to N. E. and the beds dipping 
. 40° to the S. or S. EB. I go inshore 

over an area containing no exposures
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and the nd the Animikte again out- 
cropping #4 the nill about 150 paces 

ore. liowing eéepres-— { 
-sten to the S. there seems to be the | 
usual depression which lies between 
the gabbro on the S. and the Animikie 
on the N, This depression continues 
out S. W. to the lake. Going a lit- i 
tle N. of W. I passed over the Animi- 

kie and then over a gabbro sill which 

lies in the Animikie with the iron 
bearing rocks both to the N. and the 
5. -0F abs On the N. side of this 

gabbro it is in contact with the Ani- 
mikie and here it shows a very distinct 
selvage. One can trace the grada— 
tion from the coarse gabbro into the 

finer grained dolerite next to the 
Animikie,. [The Animikie here dips 

about 40° to the S. Ss, By There are 

apparently rolls in the Animikie for 
it seems to roll down to the S. W. 

platens the gabbro and then comes up 
again. This gkves evidence of the 

| ecrumpling of the Animikie in this 
J ViGINity. 

[ 28955 Going back to the point where we 
' & 6 began we now follow the shore to the 

E. For a considerable distance we 
pass the coarse gabbro which is seen 
to be cut in some places by basalt 
dikes. One of these trends S. 10° to 

’ 20° E. and stands vertically. Another 

rune: 8. 30° WW. with-a dip of 7o°<te
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Che's, Both of these are about 
6 feet wide and show very pretty hexa- 
gonal parting with the colwmns per-— 

pendicular to the sides of the dikes. 
See map for location. This gabbro 
continues on up the E. shore of the 
lake to a point on the shore N. of 
the M. C. of the town line between 
65. R..5S and 64 8. 5. Here, after 
leaving the coarse normal gabbro, 
we come to a fine grained white*to 

5 brown weathering granular rock like 

ae 28954, This is followed by rounded 

areas whict -e essentially alike and 
| seem to be all of one kind. his 

rock is identical in general appear-— 

28953 and 28954 B taken. took 
from here a chip of ong of the pebbles 

Pena which was also num ertesgss.. The 
aes Width of this conglomeratic rock which 

is exposed here on the lake is out 
50 to 75 paces wide N. and Ss. Lt 
trends S. W. along the line of the 
gabbro,. This peculiar rock can be 

Ti very well seen upon the island on the 

| BE, Side of the lake, which is crossed 
| by the town line. On the S. W. 

: shore of this island one can see that 

this material alcarly underlies the 

| gabbro and is the contact of it with 
an some rock lying still deeper down, or 

| on the side of the gabbro, thus making 

|
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along the cliff, These are folded 
and very clearly represent included 

K numbers of some sedimentary series, 
One can see also that these bands 

| have in places been cracked across. 
“ge The blocks thus formed are in many 

instances only a) few inches long. 
Sometimes these blocks can be seen 
to be separated by considerable areas 
with the muscavado in between them. 
As these areas become wider, or in 
other words, as the matrix increases 
in quantity relatively to the pebbles, 
the pebbles undergo an apparent fusion 
for their corners become rounded, 

mbm possibly partly by melting and also 
to some extent by friction. The 

| gabbro immediately around some of 
these-pebbles shows a not very per-— 
fect banding. These bands are very 

y narrow. 
28955 28955 represents a specimen of the 

banded rock of-seéirent which lies in 
this muscavado. This zope of materia 
appears like a friction Ei hae or 

lem flow breccia, at any rate it can be 
} classed as an eruptive ‘Speudo-—conglom— 

; erate, It is difficult to under- 
; stand how the great difference between 

the normal gabbro ant this muscavado 
like form of it was occagsonea? 
This material probably represents the 

a selvage phase of the gabbro which has 
been very much changed from its origi- 

| nal gabbro constitution by the incor-
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poration into it of material derived 
by fusion from the sediments. Some 
of this muscavado appears to consist 
almost exclusively of a white weather-— 
ing feldspar with biotite. Analysis 

ag of the various phases ofthe muscavado 
compared with the gabt 6A ish in- 
teresting material for the study of 

the endomorphic contact action. A 
number of the’ pebble like areas in 
this muscavado on this island were 
chipped and will be slided.@ 25799 

28956 This specimen is from a band about 
he 4 inches wide and 12 to 15 feet long, 

! folded and lying parallel with the 

other bands, all of which are included 
in this muscavado. Are not these 
sediments the same as those on the N. 

| side of the jake? They do not re- 

semble phos 92 those rocks in the 
Animikie with which I have become fa- 

miliar from the exposures between here 

and Paulson's mine. 

| Skirting the shore of the lake E. 
7] from this island I find the contact 

rock lying along the shore of the 
point with the coarse normal gabbro to 

the S. of it in the bay. On the on- 
posite side of this bay the contact 

rock occurs again. 
ae ‘ 

28957 | { This represents as fresh a specimen 
wah 

~ fr Ie _—~ 32 2 ates
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of the muscavado rock as could be ob-— 
tained from the place located by the 
number. ‘This weather@& to a light 
yellow and becameSvery friable, Gen 
this point I can see bands of rock 

5 striking N. 70° W. and dipping 85° to 
| 90° N. These are very dense and 
| quartzose and are similar to the speci-—- 

mensof pebblés already taken. The 
strike of the sedimentaries exposed 

on the point. agrees approximately with 
that oA ky BG Tacamok lakes. Are 
they not probably connected under the 

lake with these? The exposure is not 

deep enough to enable the sediments to 
be connected with the main mass of 

| rocks to which they belong. Phe ex— 

posure looks as though an irregular 

surface of the sediments represented 
| by these banded rocks had been over— 

h flowed by gabbro which had been forced 

into the cracks separating and meta- 

| morphosing t1 bands,and possibly in 

; some cases even fusing them and in-— 
corporating them in itself. Near the 
top of the exposure the muscavado con— 

| tains a few fragments of the rock which 
} below this is in large bands. 

From the occurrence of this irregular 

surface with +ke pebbles of material 

| similar to the bands in a sandy matrix, 
y it suggests itself to me as a possibil— 

— ity that we may have here a pre—Cam—



brian rock surface, the fi) grained 
sandy material beir a sand derived 
from the sediments below and ineclud— 
ing some large pebbles of the same 
sediments, the whole having been meta-— 

= morphosed by the gabbro; this meta-— 
morphism having affected especially 

the sand. This conglomeratic look-— 

ing rock might be either a water worn 
conglomerate or possibly a soil. 

Other outcrops in the bay N. of this 
point show the muscavadc - ' Theis 

overlaid by the coarse gabbro. Just 

: before reaching the head of this small 
bay there is an exposure of this gran- 

ular ,friable rock which ean here be 
traced vertically in a Gliff about 
25 feet high into the normal gabbro. 
This clearly shows that the suggested 

mode of formation of this muscavado, 

as offered above, would not hoid. The 
gabbro continues around this bay. On 
the S. side of the point,called by 

Winchell Muscavado Point, there is a 

good exposure of the contact rock and 
ob je the banded rock represented by spec. 

28958 28958 which seems to be a metamorphos— 

: ; , ed graywacke mich like the feldspathic 
graywacke on the N. side of the lake. 

f The exposures are not good and I can-— 
not be sure of the strike and dip of 

ae the banding. In general it seems to 

pe to the W. of N. with a dip to the
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Ne Rs Passing around this point into 
the N. E. bay of the lake we reached 
rocks which here show more and more 
Clearly their sedimentary characters. 
In the small bay just or -Gi FE. and 

t W. section line, the sediments show a 
strike of N. 20°to 50° W. and a dip 

Of 30° 40.85° 8, They are dense black 

and gray graywackes and slates and 

: resemble very much those to the W 

' of here along the shore of Lake Gobbe- 
wad aa naw 1 $4 AH ws + ana alanc Por : michigomok (Michigamme) and along Fox 
and Agamok lakes, although of course 
they are here somewhat metamorphosed 

On the N. shore of the lake on a point 
via fat og JItt)] 7 P where the and just a little E. of where the N. and 

S. section line comes out one can see 
interbanded feldspathic graywackes 

- 28959 Similar to 28950,and quartzite whose 

i sedimentary characters are unmistake- 

able. 
- From the observations made on this 
lake it is clear to my mind that the 
gabbro partly overlies the sediments 

which I believe to be the same as the 

Knife lake slates, and that it has in 

places metamorphosed these. here 
it is in contact with them there has 
been formed a contact rock. it is 
aifficult to get the width of this 
contact. rock, In one place it did 
not seem to have a thickness much 
reate +han 30 ry 40 feet measured greater than 30 or 40 feet measured
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vertically. At other places there is 
X an exposure of this contact rock which 

\| has a width of from 50 to 75 paces on 
the lake shore, but while it coulda 
aa a cara gee gas ane mes : = not be definitely determined to be the 
Rik - srenunahie Liie ‘ : case, presumably this exposure ran 

~ parallel with the long direction of 
+¥ agnt.ann ?} Nee wonlec not of > the contact, anc hence would not give 
its thickness. In two places on the 
S. shore of the lake there are exposed 

an the rocks of the Animikie, In a bay 
SS between these occurs this contact rock. 

According to Grant's map these two 
exposures of Animikie connect behind 
thie bax Th ¢ ant . Ria cathe ins ieee 
tnis bay. The Animikie itself has 

been very much metamorphosed by the 
gabbro which also metamorphosed the 
Agamok lake sediments which have been 
described. The relations between the 
Animikie and the Agamok slates could 
not be determined here,although from 

the striking difference in lithologi- 

cal character and from the fact that 
the strike of the sediments on the N. 
and &. side of this lake is from N. 

a 20° to 30° W. while the Animikie 
strikes to the N. #., S.. W., it woud 
seem possible that they were uncon-— 

+ formable. However, the evidence men- 
tioned is not sufficient to prove 
this. 

aah, The day following the study of the 
lake went with Leith to t se the con- 

tinuation of the Animikie W. from the
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point where he had left it in 1898 N. 
of the E. end of } lake, We also | 
wished to get, i ssi , the re- 
lations existing between th nimikie 
and the sediment ies to tl! } We 

= saa aS” oo 4 were able to trace this belt for a | 
considerable distance to the W. ag i 
shown on ith's map. To the N. of i 

it there was found the muscavado con- f 
tact rock so that its relationship to i 
the sediments could not be seen. With- J 
in the imikie there was found a sill 
of gabbro and t coarse grained mass 
of gabbro was found ing to the Ss. 
of the Animikie. The Animikie dis— 

T appears on the W. and the ne xpo 
sure is found a some distance away 

from the exposures of Animikie and 
is of the muscavado and sediments with 

gabbro in large sures outcropping 

to the s. These exposures were found 

near the Ff. end o 11 lal We 
now ran back to Peter la and then 
portaged into Paul. he 8. shore of 
this lake is in gabbro. At the E. 

"7 was seen again exposures of the mus- 
cavado and sediments. See Leith's 
notes for details of these exposures. 

: On the N. shore of the lake the same 

‘ contact rock outcrops with the sedi- q 

ments lying under it and to the N. 

=~ q 
f 

| 
| 

i i 
i
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Professor Va ise an Yr. Grant came 

to camp to-day. > next f lays 
vere spent in revisiting various lo- ; 

calities with 1em,for instance, the 
Gobbemichigomok area, the 4mo} ak 

a Slates, and the Animikie along the 
| river to the BE. of the camp on Peter 

lake. Supplementary not sg concern— 

ing these areas can be found in Pro- 

: fessor'Van Hise's note book. We also 
went to Gunflint visiting from there 
the typical Animikie on Loon lake and | 
noting the contact of the gabbro th | 
it on tn . end of this lake. the 
gabbro does not appear to have affect- 

ed the slates and graywackes very mch | 
‘ t this place. S. of Loon lake, on 

Mayhew lake, the titaniferous iron 
ore was seen, It occurs in masses } 
in the gabbro. Gradations from the 

gabbro into the ore can be traced. It 
i is to my mind but a segregation pro- 

duct of the original gabbro magwttm& 

On our return from Gunflint we noted 
she characters of the rocks along the 
railroad cuts. 

28959 This specimen is from a railroad 

cut on the Port Arthur, Duluth & Wes— 

tern Railway near Cross River. This 

does not seem to show very much meta-— 

morphism although apparently somewhat 

F more metamorphosed than the rocks 
which were seen -E of Here, Do these
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rpeks show a larg vantity of actino- 
#ite and magngtite with some iron 
carbonate? In other words do they 
correspon to the actino¥ite and mag- 
n@titéS" the Marquette area? Is it 

= possible microscopically to determine 

the gradation from the siightly meta— 
Wee pNC gor SorHe of these rocks with 
normal“Ppands in them into those rocks 
in which the chert has been metamor-— 
phosed into the granular quartz as 

shown in the specimen and then on W. 
into the coarse grained granular quartz 
and ore bands previously collected in 

1898 from Paulson's? ef. Professor 
= Van Hise's notes for 1899, Specimens 

of rocks from the same horizon as this 
were taken farther W. and N. from the 
outcrops near Dowman's @laim. At 

_this place it is possible to see some 
: structure in the Animikie and Grant's 

determination is apparently correct | 
which is that there is a double syn- 
cline of sediments separated by a 
small anticline of greenstone which | 
widens to the W. We followed the 
contact of this greenstone with the 
Animikie to the W. on the S. side of 
the anticline. A search was made 
for a conglomerate but nothing of this 
nature was found until we reached the 

pits to the N. and EF. of Paulson's
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mine. 

28960 Upon the dump from these pits there 
was seen the normal Animikie ore and 

<= in addition to this a few fragments. 
| of a rock which appears conglomeraté¢ 

| The pebbles are nearly all very full 
of biotite. A few pebbles were seen 
which may be of true veined quartz. 

Is this a true conglomerate or is it 

| merely a conglomeratic looking erup— 
| tive rock? The fragments lie near 
| the top of the dump in the case of 
| the two pits upon which they were 
= found. It thus seems pretty evident 

" that this rock was probably the one 
in which the bottom of the pits were 

| when they were abondoned. This is 
| presumably the basal conglomerate of 

the Animikie. The Animikie rests 
here upon the greenstone which in most 
cases is coarse grained and massive, 

| although showing variation into finer 
| grained forms and into schistose 

phases. Continjing W. along this 
contact other pits were seen but they 
had not reached the conglomerate, or 
if so, no blocks had been thrown out. 
See Professor Van Hise's notes for 

| locations and further details. Just 

pefore reaching the W. end of the rail- 
ae road the hill side to the N. shows 

| large exposures of the Animikie .Qé@on-
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siderable area has been stripped so 
that the exposures are fairly good. 
The contact» between the Animikie and 
the underlying rock was, however, not 
visible, In 186% ing the W. end of 

— the track it was‘necessary to make a 
considerable cut in the hillside and 
here there are some good exposures of 
greenstone which underlie the Animi- 
kie. This greenstone was specimened 
in 1898, It is usually coarse grain- 
ec and massive althoughthere are finer 
grained forms present. The rock has 
been very much broken up and fracture 
lines run through it in a number of 

oe directions, Chloritic veined material 
has in many cases been formed along 
these lines of fracture and upon the 
weathered surface the rock bears a very 
striking resemblance to a breccia and 

in some cases even to a conglomerate. 
In fact in places one can speak of it 
as a pseudo-—conglomerate. 

| In a few places a thin skimof fer- 
| ruginous material which is considered 

ae to be the Animikie lies upon this green- 

| stone. The actual contact between 

the Animikie and the underlying green- 

| stone is here visible. At these con- 

| tacts, however, no unmistakeable con— 
glomerate could be found. It is clear 

| that if a conglomerate exists below 
a
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the Animikie at this point and to the | 
E. it must be very thin. The pre- 
sumption is that the Animikie rests 
with a very sharp contact upon the 

— greenstone, giving the relations which 
one would expect in the case of the | 

deposition of a chemical sediment upon 
a rapidly subsiding shore line. As 
this contact is followed farther W. 
we pass the contact of the Animikie 
and the massive greenstones and reach rf 
the point where a conglomerate begins | 

to appear. This point has been lo- 
| cated by Leith. The conglomerate | 
_ separating the Animikie from the green-— 

stone widens as we follow it to the W. | 

ae 

i
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i 28961 N.-160... W.. 1975,..S.. EB. Corner Sec. 

po, t, 65. HR. Sy To-day I began work 
at the S. W. corner of: Sec. 25 at the 
W. end of Fay lake and ran to the N. 

| My object was to get the width of the 
y conglomerate belt separating the Animi- 

ig kie from the greenstone and to deter— 
} mine the relations between the green— 

| stone and the conglomerate to the Ss. 
| See the accompanying map for the loca- 
| tion of exposures and boundary lines. 

At the above location there is a N. 

facing cliff of the typical Animikie 
{ which contains within it near the top 

a bed about 3 feet in thickness which 
appears to me to be a siil of basalt, 
though it may be a true bed of quartz— 

j ite. The strike of the Animikie is 
here to the E. and W. The dip is 
65° to thes, The stream here seems 

j to follow closely along the contact 
line between the Animikie and the sedi- 
ments to the N. As soon as I crossed 

: the stream I began ascending the hill 

| upon which are exposures here and there 

of the greenstone conglomerate. This 

seems to have been very much metamor-— 

phosed probably by the action of the 

gabbro, and in places is almost musca-— 

vado like. This metamorphosed charac-— 

ter of this conglomerate was noticed 

follarserem ¥ of here, along the face of 
> the hills nearest the gabbro. Hence
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: the conclusion that the gabbro flow 
or laccolite at one time was very much 

| larger than it is at present and cov— 
| ered the hills for some distance N. 

of its present contact. These green-— 
a stone conglomerates show nothing of 

especial interest. There is one 

| variety of the pebble which seems to 
| be especially common. This is a, Lignt 

| colored rock which seems to consist for 
the most part of feldspar and biotite. 
This rock is found in situ on the road Jf 

| E. of Fay lake where it appears as a | 

facies of the normal greenstone. While jf 
running SUK this conglomerate I was | 

os on the lookout for i garam of | 
; bedding but could find nothing that 

would give me any clue to this. Neither ] 
could I find an alternation of coarse | 
and fine bands or even a gradation in 

one direction or the other, 

28962 NN, 2630.. W. 1975. 8.58. cortien: Sea, 
25. T. 65. R. 5. dust before reaching 

= a small lake I descended a steep hill 

upon the flanks of which there is ex-— 
posed a hornblende porphyry. This 

seems to be very fresh and is the kind 
of rock which has furnished very many 

4 of the pebbles to the conglomerate. 

BA These pebbles I noted the previous year
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and had never found the exposures of f 
the rock from which they could have j 

been derived. [ cannot get the re— } 
lations of this ock oO any of the i 
others T , naltnon + ¢+hintk that Ootners, } n LneLan ce think that 

— it is one of a complex of greenstones | 
forming the basement on which rests 
and from which have been terived the { 

| conglomerates over which I have been 
| passing. j 

| Ss i 
| 28963 WN. i775, -W. SG. 3 , seorner See. 4 

~ r Ee ” 4 phar 
26, T, 65, Re S: There is here a i 
bola bluff of a feldspathic porphyry i 

oh projecting into a smallee lake. This § 
runs also for some distance: in land ; 

: put its connection with other rocks I 
could not be seen, This porphyry i 

resembles very strongly many of the j 
fragments which I have previously seen f 

in the greenstone conglomerates but | 

whose source I had not determined. | 
From the lake shore where the section 
line touched it I ran BE. in order to 

— get around the lake and passed numer- || 

ous large exposures oO I conglomer— j 

ate, In one place upon the Ss. side ’ 

of the lake and upon the N. side of 

the lake the porphyry similar to 28962 
is. exposed. About 150 paces N. of i 

this small lake there is a second lake { 

7 around the W. end of which I ran N.
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i Passed over the same feldspathic por-— 

phyry and in one place just between 4 
two small lakes and crossed by the N. ; 
section line between 24 and 25 a fine 
grained greenstone comes in lying ap-— i 

parently as a dike in the porphyritic 
\ greenstone,although a positive state— 

);/ ment could not be made from the occur- 
\ } rence. Continuing N. following the 

At route shown on the plat I passed over 

\ various greenstones and also noted two 
x exposures of a well characterized quartz 

§ porphyry. Between the two small 

: lakes mentioned which occur in the 8. 
Niyhir corner of 24, the feldspathic por- 

> phyry and the greenstone shows most 
intricate relations. I am not able 
to determine conclusively which is 

a the younger of the two. In places 

it appears to me as though the feld-— 
28963 spathic porphyry like 28963 is but a 

7 facies of the normal greenstone, at 
least no sharp contacts covid be found 
separating them but on the contrary 
they seem to merge into each other. 
This fine grained feldspathic porphyry 

pecomes coarser in places and then is 

j like that relatively coarse porphyry 

obtained W. of here in 1898. {t was 
at that time determined as itting the 

—_
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| 

ae bie OU eae re ats is 1e 1artZ 
porphyry abo I ) [| cuts 
+} opaen > - Aa 4 the greenstone ar spathic 

; porphyry inclu 12 ; PB | 
‘he relation ould not map upon a | 
small scale | bale. 

N. 375, Wi. 44 ie ier Sec. j 

24. .F.-65. R wr \t this place I j 

come upon exposures of medium and q 

coarse grained dolei 1 Ss 
Found to have associat rith ir- | 
regular areas of a hornblende porphyry | 

28962 like 2896; his porphyry shows no 

selvage as it approaches the dolerite | 
nor does the dc show a selvage 
line. The contact line bet them { 

is irregular. Within the greenstone 
there are 1so sas whic eather 

showing rather large hor ende crys— 
tals appearing L ov the surface, 
Tria AIPfers from . . 3 snhitie 
£his ALL LOL Pom se La °& 1 J 

dolerite, The relations of these 
rocks to each othe ul ot de- 
termine. he to me to belong 
together and to be merely differentia-— 
tion products of the same magma. The 

i dolerite seemed on the whole to pre- 

1 dominate. Thus far to-day I have met 
: found in these rocks nearly all of the 
a



ind ! ie rocks which I have 
seen in the cong 1} to the 

conglomerates have been derived from i 
these massiv« re tones The 

7" . S + : ae | 
greenstone is almost massive showing 

| schistose facies only along the shear-— 
ing planes, Ran E. and S. E. around 

} 1alf C 24 

ing over the dolerite which varies 
from : to medium grained and 
gh ‘ , 2 tv \e . c alreadv 

| ntioned, This same medium t coarse | 

| 4 . t vuUl ¢ : Lue 

r ke Near th ) ( 

fof this ill, however, lie gree | 
| stor changes very noticeably to a 

medium grained and then t ; i 
frrainec oasalt. In a few places it 

shows a very fine grained porphyritic 
|} #28965 phase such as is shov in spec. 28965. 

28965 Ns 1225. We 2000. S 5 O02 r Sec. 
om c ot D - 7. oh nN1lana syne t 

| S50 6S hg Ba At thks place just 

| yn the S. crest of the hill this fine 
| rrained greensto is well exposed. 

Upon examining its surface I find that 
| it is broken up by a number of cracks. 

‘urtl 1 tion shows these cracks § 

\ 

|



derived from the adjacent greenstone 
thus forming a friction breccia. 
Still farther st ring has produced 

in places a beautiful pseudo—conglomer 

ate. fhe fragments in these cracks 
: re all of the same Kind of rock which om oats ettetleel preg ee 

s identical ales tre sides of the 
cracks These fragr nts have PPar_ 

od a zonal alteration which results ir 
rod ng a rock with light<gray 

weathered surfac his zone of 
weathering is about one—-sixteenth to 
one Pourth o ¢ inch in width sround 

very small fr: 1 nal n com—- 
= * 7 Pe “4 * 

pletely altered and ar irely white 
1 n their weathered surface, In sucl 
ins? ces it look 3 t ug ne had 

two kinds of fragments the congiom- 

; the eas at " ls of fragments 

the matrix of this bre a ¢ pseudo 
eangclon > > seems macrosconicallv nor 

50 consist essenti ly of chiorite. 

rery £4 material y eeAa hr + 3 

she ing of the basalt which has been 
| 14 ” et my \+ AwPattmotinae 

—LALTEPEGaA by bn 2b ) OF 2a. € nz 
ag ace See the vhotographs and speci 

mens £ this oeceurrence:; From the 

examination in the field I find that 
the greenstone area seems to be coars 

> ry th renter and +} ac



ho +hea oreatest variety c e7 

entiyatiny NrOdIeta > + roin 

in the case examine to Y. 01 sh . 
side the er nstone crow Pinar and 

| ner grained u L comes very 

nts the surface of a flow. sub- 

marine or ot rwis ; inichr 1s immnate— 
| : ” > vr at 5 1. 

rial. This surface portion naturally 
suffered many vicissitudes and among 

| Upon +t ‘ rface of this 27 Arr . ‘ 

eun ng the cracks ther a¢ formed a 

breccia of whic tl ¢ ens bove 
| C20 ater are e ‘ ae 

ipa eae oe 

there was then formed a gre tone 
eonrlomerate Y sc Nlares t-te 

hichiwv nroahahtle + } + bey anannolom. nigniy proovabdl¢ Nav wv rue ong Lom— 

eratic material dropped down into the 

it would be impossibl o dete ine 
| which was of sedimentary origin and 
| which was derived r brececiation 1e 

only criterior rha would be in the 

like as in the case here described, 
whereas in the sediment +1 -agments 
roula probably be of different rinda 

PON pantinalliw 3 : 4 eb it ihm a re oul J Ct1LCE J Lact With the 

greenstone showing brecciation the
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normal greenstone conglomerate, at 
first in very large boulders. The 

occurrence in situ I could not: find 
here nor could IF get the dip or strike 
The pebbles, however, are all of such 

age greenstone 1s occur to the N. 

| 28966 I, 1100. W. 1000. Sf f6-446,285- GS-95. 
ee acne ae Here there is a green— 

| stone conglomerate with various frag- 
| ments of greenstone, coarse, fine, 

and porphyritic. ‘he specimen shows 
a pebble of the very coarse greenstone 

with the surrounding matrix. 
ae 

' 

N...1100. W.2875...So. BB. corner see; 
25 9-65 RS Here the contact 
of the massive greenstone is followed 
to the §. by the greenstone conglomer— 

ate of rather coarse nature consistine 
of the greenstone pebbles of the vari- 
eties seen and noted. 

<a
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this morning went with Professor 
Van Hise and revisited certain of the 
outcrops on Fay lake and » the 

— 
28967 This was taken from an exposur on 

the N. side of Fay lake as located on 

| the accompanying map. The rock, whic 

} seems to be a medium grained graywacke, 
shows@phasex of the metamorphosed sed- 

| 

28968 Somewhat farther W. along the shore 

- there is exposed this rock which is 

moderately fine grained and apparent— 

ly grades up to the N. into a rock 
See6o like 28969. N. of this occurs a con- 

glomerate which pro 3 resents a 

still coarser phase of the gradation. 

At least such appears to be the case 

from the position of the exposure al- 

though an absolute gradation could not 

be traced. If such is the case then 
== the bedding in the rocks must be ap- 

proximately FE. and W. 

28969 This is a phase of the contact rock 

somewhat coarser than 28968. It is 

a followed to the N. by a coarse een— 

stone conglomerate which is so common 
over this area. As stated, the gra-—
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dation cannot be followed on the ex-— 
posures but is judged to be so from 

! the position of the exposures. The 
rocks break along planes which may be 
edding planes or may be parallel to 

4 the bedding planes. These planes 

trend to the E. and W. with a dip of 
Yo°. to tne 8, 

2897 This is a specimen of the conglom— 
| erate which occurs near the top of 
.% the ridge on the N. ide of Pay lake. 

i It occurs higher up and more to the N. 
| than specs. 28968 and 28969. This 
4 rock has,like the ones just mentioned, 

been very much metamorphosed by the 

4 gabbro which occurs to the §S. across 

i the lake, and which, probably at a 

} former period, was vertically over 
Hi these. The conglomeratic character 

| of this rock is very clear upon the 
| weathered surface although it is very 

t much less so upon the fresh surface. 
Been ies these rocks keve with es— 

pecialYreference to the kind of meta- 
morphic action which the gabbro has 
carried out. 

28971 We 3200, Wi - 975: Ss Bs -Corice Sec. 

zi 25. T. 65. B68 [This is a specimen 
; of the greenstone conglomerate occur-—
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; ring just S. of the contact of the 

| greenstone on the S. ope about 3/4 

| of a mile N. of Fay lak This spec- 

| imen shows varieties of } bles, 

28972 W.- 1150. W. O75. 5. B. corneas Cec. 
: oS. 6S. Rates This rock upon the 

weathered surface resemble very much 

a tuffaceous rock, yompare the 

\y sections made from this with the tuff 
Yo Prom Kakekahic lake T+ ‘ noaeibi 

Clee ¥ trom Kakekabic 1lake, it may possibly 

‘x8 \ be a conglomerate. pon fresh sur- 
a XQ face it resembles very strongly a mas— 

: sive greenstone, 
N yy ee er NE eee etd ane ea r 

ee aN This afternoon, wi rofessor Van 

q : Hise and the compassman,traced the 

: \-3 contact of the Animikie and the gab-— 

& 2 \\ hole Ss. of camp. While Professor 
ee Van 4 eae ea 3 ina ska ve Lr Van Hise was ahead locating the con— 

R yy tact I mapped the exposures with the 

LW ae compassman taking the strike and dip 
2 x ga wherever possible. The exposures 

Yor § are fairly numerous but it is aiffi- 

g fe eult to get a good strike upon them as 

i: y3Nn the surface of the rock is so badly 

I< Ke broken up .eR-eeesunt—of the aererestly 
4 broken eharcetexr of—_the—erbosSurses 

; g The strikes vary considerably within 

> short distances as do also the dips, 

iy indicating that the Animikie is by no 
means anuinfolded formation but that
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|: 

-here pea whi « 1 rolls din it | 

Following this line t ] See | 
i found to bend down somewhat + 1 it 

| ed < ikes N. 65° eek ai} OF to. 
pp the S. To the S. o 8 expos | 

| from this point grossing lo rrounc 1 

instead of fir Aninikie as o vd i } 5 , y I 
{ naturally expect were it an uUnfoide I 

ormation, continuing sit ignt across 
; ne ; OU Per é € LEC mince - 1 > i 

shown on ti map ¢€ - and §. tren gift 

| cliff of coarse grained normal gabbro.| | 
E The line was nov l - OUL— | 

+ lining this exposure of 2 "O In } 
I 

one place there was noted in the gab-— JY 

| bro a dike of coarse ned red rock { 
ronsiatine annearenti* bio} yf {| 

feldspar. Thi as out 25 paces i 
wide and ran 5 So oi his is 

thé normal red rock, is it ibs, OS 
the Minnesota Survey ich occurs H 
abundantly about /58 or 20 miles Ss. 

| of here? Is it not also t] same 
ra | is that described by Bayley fro i 

j Pigeon Point? | 
This coarse oro continues N. to 

the point indicated on th ) where 

This ca he "0110 Ga for ome dis— 

tance, This fine grained gabbro is | 
- fairly well exposed a 3a, > clear— 

lv recognized un to bh noint ° the 

map indicated by th« . and W. dotted 

line,
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} 28074 This is a snecimne - sk ahow. 

ing large plates of it wath 7 | 
taka ja reeo igable 7 Ay 9 ' 

ag ae aaa ka ee mee Ste Bie 
With th ANIMLKITe, so Lea G q 

this rock there ar some ¢ osures 

atpitre WoH° W « yo. 4 

the S. ca @ recognized. roing | 

} poor it was impossible to draw sharp 

lines, Between +t slearly recog— 
i nizable Animikie and th 1ext rock §. 

ahoiw 90 nan Nhe > 
about 39 paces, fl { = 

sure of a fine erain "ro 

¥iis es i r ee * i - X Lito . 

numbered in car os Le y 
of this and s rated fre it by about 
5 xr * there ic Y eNO + - ‘ ss o paces tner LS 1. osure Cc 1 3 

erystalline quartzose rock which is 
: recognizable as belonging with the 

28975 Animikie. Spec. 28975 ‘rom this 

outeron. 3. Of: thet comes a 

doub rock which 20.35 dif WLE=Lo 

A place with the Animi} on 16 one 
nh na or with the ¥ . yon the other. 

The area in which th ures 0 

this contact phase of the imikie anc 

| the gabbro occurs i Hout 0 naces a : : OU O pace 
in width lo +} 7 Ie n ath ¥ LUlle O vil . u a 21
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a q 

the clearly recognizable I rained 
rabbro TInn Shei aay Tivieg oat " q 

mediate area has > o rom 4 

the Animikie on tl] one hand and the i 
gabbro on the other b otte oundary 

lines, roing back into the Animikie 
I now ran N. with the compass n anc 
located th I. side of the Animikie { 
exposures. This ends in an almost { 
vertical cliff overloo iz a mi ; 

i+e—si#41 on the N. side of which runs 

the old wagon road. I ul It get 
a good strike upon the exposures here 
nt tonk the atril of the cliffs 3 1G VOOK tne Str1 i CH ILLS “as 

indicating the pro . Sta Se. the 

right neles to this is a ut 25° to 

30° to the S. ft ré ce then 

3. With the int on of tracing the 

boundary line of the Animikie he 
outline of this is shown uni the ac— 

companying map. [t is marked better 
Hy nm anorranhkhy than it or i one by the topography than it i yo ex— 
posures although the exposures of the 

©, Andmiictie are ver “ x santa nW0Ne Anim. ie are v J sOntinuous 

upon the tops of the hills. There 
is a N. flowing stream which marks the 

line of contact between the gabbro 
on the E. and the Animikie on the W. 
Mhea aehany +5974 ae +7 - 1 1 The sharp turn of tl § : ne 

o sontact between th rabbro and the
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| 

| Animikie from a stril : 15 ‘ 

Se ne ree hee 4 BE ehh aa BI ei 
Seii Vory LOU > _© 1 tO a 3 

5 clined to con: r this shar shange | 

dropping back into the gabbro. It 
is difficult, however, to nsider j 
this as the true exp! pion, rnear 

the point where the stream cuts across f 

on its northern bou : | erosses j 
a siil- of doleris Vi ji 1 does | 

7 not show any faulting w rex t is 
| absolutely continuo ) h sides 

of the creek, trending to thé ; 
| BE. If these rocks hai n gaulter 
| then it must have |} n prior to the 

introduction of this sill. The sills 
| are of the same age as were derived 

from the gabbro or else but slightly 

younger, having been introduced during 
late Keweenawan times. > far as we 

1 know faulting has not been a very ¢ 
mon occurrence in this area since the 
formation of the Keweenawan. Rar ; 
pack to the S. westernmost > ISUTES 

of Animikie in order to trace ov the 

f eastern boundary LY the Animikie 

| and also to check up the run. We 
1 checked very closely. rom this 

i 
\
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point now ran a line 45° Y Tt 

was nov 1te in the afterno 30 that 
I am somewhat doubtful as to the cor-— 
rect trend of this line, # is, 

howev Po NO Vers Cssentlai 3 he 

only rocks passed over were those of 
the Animikie. Just before leaving 
bina ANtent bee ore my at a an nompes the Animikie we reached some exposures, 

shown upon the map,upon which the dips 
and strikes were very different from 
Fhoo@ea we were arnatn mend tn vet > m those we were accus med to get fromm 

this area. They are platted ypon the 

oN. 45° W. and then to N. 20° W- 
with a air > Dan Wwe + 20° 5 he WLUR-a- dap of Trom-3 U Poca uhe 
i tT am Nich 7? 14 A to ron 2 ary Tig L am much inecliin bo considaer 

these strikes as due to the fact that 
they were taken upon the sides of ex— 

posures and represent more 1 ‘ly the 
strike of the face of the exposure 

| than the + nV ~ TvIK oO +h ¢ rocks 

a ‘. 

However, if correct, they indicate 
normal folding in the Aninikie. A 

> ¢ + pat at tha at? tae 6 acne Aer Bs i ; fact which t strikes already taken 

clearly proves. That the Animikie 

= is not a perfectly straight formation 
is shown by the way in which this el- 

ternoon runs domn int the gabbro 

Having finished the work t l cam 

) ‘av lake we moved back to Ogishke 

Muncie. On lesfing day Professor 

| 
| 
{ 

|
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an Hise, Leith, and I visited the 

exposures N. of Paul lake Here we 
found indications of a syncline of 

sediments, the Agamok slates ending 

- around tl sreenstone conglomerate and 
running to the N. into them. More— 
over certain bands in the greenstone 
Kook like graywackes and resemble 
rapy etpong) } a aC) sediments very strongly the Agamok sediments. 

It looks vgry much as thousn#een— 
[ stone~/voulda be found grading up into 

these slates 

The slates show in places a spotted 
character Simila r rocks - ot 

= these, have been spoken of as pebper 
| and salt rocks. Is not this spotted 

phism of them’ by the gabbro to the 8S? 
Do they not corresponc n all respects 
+¢ imilar roel r nt c y ‘ a9 
LO SL1MLLal OCKS I 4 { c OCCULl— 

ring S. W. of Snowbank lake? 
Visited also the Animikie exposures 

on Gobbemichigomok lake. See Profes— 
sor Van Hise's notes on this occur- 

rence.
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ET” Started in this morning near the M. 
‘ setween Vece Qc arI¢ £ 

R. 6, on the S. shore of Ogishke Mun— 
oie and ran 8. Near the shore green—- 
stone conglomerate is exposed. This 

| eniiies Porcaie ee ce Sobaae 

T paces, At this place there is a 
clearly recognizable amygdaloidal 
lava. Amycadl@ies are formed chief- 
ly of chert with chlorite to a less 
extent, White feldspar phenocrysts 

are noticeable on the rock showing ar 

imperfect flowage structure. ‘his 

r lava is about 100 paces in width an 

is then followed to tl s. large 

P An) tag PP Nala } ERS * ry ate or tuff. Below this e amyrda— 
loid again occurs and, evg@entiy a> 

the! 1s fo a¢ reac LO + e . t re oO} hem, Foli C b ; y 
slateaq These strike } Y5?P F anda 

lip ZO° to the N. fhe schistosity 

of these slates strikes N. 25° &. 

eeove a ENN We oO They Y . 12 lake 
ee AOD D De IV . . Vie Bob Srske ° . L u Ye t he 

] shore. At thi place’ a knoll of -por- | 
| hyriti kK hes ., 

I think les- similar t« his rock 
we 2 Ute Lit iit IG A. ob i= 

chon eh kl
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eR0nn . 
| : oe s Ve: 2 Om e Wy On Lake 

shor At this point thei is ¢ 
1Tr¢ of F. and W trending ci : a1 of - and W. trending cherty roci 

h , a wn LU AAL 5 A yu "OC fs it 

v f nstone oi One T 

_ 8. 575. W. 0, from M, 0. corner on 
lake shore, n the ist o he nor 
mal-slates there i sund 1 is <— ae uae ‘ u J 2 Chery 

| Slave wnicn iL Suspect to Mtain con—- 

— - seiner le nan a a > iderable carbonate he +7 e ot 

a oan ee 4 “5 z : me See 
this point strike BE. a We nd ip 

80°. to the Ss. Fro} } point JI 

continued S. over enormous slat 2x 

a 

- 1000. ¥, 0, from M. 6, meme Shae, 
Here we find a 2X 3 > eee ne T re rind an 2A D SUT € Oo] 

| lormad inely ar a i mok § Ss 

j= The atrnite P « : 

ap rh trike: 0 5 > 23 ; 2 

| . With a dip of abo. 10° o the § 

lying S. IH. of these lates there is 
PoamA a Pane opadi 4 a , 

be ine rainec assive rr 

stone which is traversed by numerous 
cracks Between tl sreenstone and 

5 Te “lates. ghowin nO at : } va E y ves, showin ) Gt or OTH 

ajdea +hanre 4 a se 
} 2S tnere 18 an 7 ug 1 Zone . an i srmediate zone
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| 

| larked schistosity. ; yf 

| 5 290° FF aq + 

“ike of the * ; - 

1 ite Zone. Hf fe ; 

for abou 40 paces < Se j nd 

about 20 paces : ; his 

Vi 3 ¢ mneo tions pween 

te this. owever, € 1e i 

x yp nstone ‘ oT radi C ne 

d rontantk th nn ¢ nee mich 

farther S. would se i e that 
ti relatio wa é rupt V QO} 

ston was nuct b ) This « so 

to such a degree 1%! ses t 

1 ike a ps sud oO SOY 3 mi rom 

this place ran N. E. following along 
he rontact line ¢+ween the ¢ + 

stones and tl 3 — 

ject in view of determining sir Tre- 

vey shown upon the acco > map.
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S3°:900 i et Y; on lake t 
| this place there is oe g 

| of massive fine grained ophitic green-— 
Stone followed to the N. b 3 order 

ak. of schistose material in which the 
schistosity strikes about N. 60° BE 

| N. of this but not in absolute con— 
tact with it there occurs ani ~« yosure 

| of interbanded slates with narrow 

bands of graywackes, The strike is 
| N. 65° W. with a dip t he WN. of 80°. 
| The schistose material here is exposed 

for about 3 paces in width. o the 
N. of it there comes then a narrow val- 

\ ley and on the opposit ide of this, 
aistant 1boOut 10 paces } e schist 

there gins an « sure of the banded 
Slates and graywackes. There is on 

this exposure a rapid alternation of 
| the slates and graywackes a1 I 1d 
| get 1 gradation upwards or downwards, 

Moreover I could recognize r Lly 

the slates on the on hand and the 

greenstones of the intermediate zone 

on the other. Minor faults of 4 

absolute’ contact of the slates was not 

MWA. Seles fr 

Gai 

hee
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